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In brief 
The Oregon Tax Court's August 2, 2012 decision in Stancorp Financial Group 

confirmed the disparate treatment of in-state and out-of-state insurance companies 

advanced in its July 16, 2012 Costco decision.  While Costco's out-of-state insurance 

company, not subject to Oregon tax, was included in the Oregon consolidated return 

of unitary non-insurance corporations, Stancorp's in-state insurance company was 

excluded. 

Additionally, dividends paid from an affiliated insurance company to its affiliate, 

eliminated in their federal consolidated return, were properly eliminated from the 

taxpayer's Oregon taxable income.  This is the result even though the insurance 

company and the taxpayer were precluded from being members of the same Oregon 

consolidated group because they used different Oregon apportionment 

methodologies.  [Stancorp Financial Group, Inc. v. Oregon Department of Revenue, 

T.C. 5039 (8/2/12)] 

 

 

 

http://www.ojd.state.or.us/tax/taxdocs.nsf/%28$All%29/562B846B32F6569D88257A4E00734129/$File/StancorpFinancial5039ORgrantPtfMotSummJ.pdf
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In detail 
In-state insurance company is excluded from the consolidated group of unitary 
non-insurance members 

In its Costco decision, the Tax Court found that an out-of-state insurance company 

could be included in the same Oregon consolidated return as other unitary non-

insurance company members.  The Tax Court concluded that Oregon's provision 

excluding certain companies from a consolidated return could only be enforced upon 

corporations that were subject to Oregon's jurisdiction to tax.  For purposes of this 

summary, we refer to an entity subject to Oregon's jurisdiction to tax as "in-state" 

and an entity not subject to Oregon's jurisdiction to tax as "out-of-state."  

Accordingly, the Tax Court suggested a disparate treatment between in-state 

insurance companies (subject to Oregon tax and therefore excluded from the 

consolidated group of unitary non-insurance corporations) and out-of-state 

insurance companies (not subject to Oregon tax and therefore not subject to 

exclusion from the consolidated return). 

The inclusion or exclusion of an insurance company from a consolidated group of 

unitary non-insurance members was not at issue in Stancorp.  Nevertheless, the Tax 

Court acknowledged similarities and differences between the decisions.  Both 

decisions involved a unitary group of corporations comprised of insurance and non-

insurance members.  However, the insurance company in Costco had no connection 

with Oregon and had no Oregon filing obligation while Stancorp's insurance 

company was obligated to file an Oregon corporate income tax return.   

The Tax Court in Stancorp recognized that the insurance company at issue was 

subject to Oregon tax and excluded from the taxpayer's Oregon consolidated return.  

There was no challenge to this determination by the parties or by the Tax Court.  

Accordingly, the Tax Court apparently agrees with the different treatments given to 

in-state and out-of-state insurance companies. 

Magistrate Division found that eliminated dividends should be included in Oregon's 
consolidated income 

Stancorp Financial Group (Taxpayer) was the non-insurance parent of corporations 

filing a federal consolidated return.  Standard Insurance Company (Insurance) was a 

member of Taxpayer's federal consolidated group.  For Oregon purposes, Taxpayer 

and Insurance were engaged in a single unitary business.  Because Oregon precludes 

entities with different apportionment methodologies to file as members of the same 

consolidated group, for the tax years at issue Taxpayer filed an Oregon consolidated 

return with other non-insurance affiliates while Insurance filed a separate Oregon 

return.   

Insurance paid to Taxpayer dividends that were eliminated for federal purposes.  In 

its Oregon consolidated return, Taxpayer did not include such dividends in its taxable 

income starting point.  On audit, the Oregon Department of Revenue (Department) 

argued that such dividends were included in Taxpayer's income and subject to 

Oregon's 80% dividends received deduction. 

Taxpayer appealed the Department's audit determination to the Magistrate Division 

of the Oregon Tax Court.  The Magistrate found that: "[i]ntercompany transactions 
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between an insurance company and its unitary group are not eliminated when the 

insurance company is excluded from the Oregon consolidated return." 

Please read our summary, available here, for more detail regarding the Magistrate's 

decision.  Taxpayer appealed to the Regular Division of the Oregon Tax Court, which 

found in Taxpayer's favor, as summarized below. 

Oregon's starting point is federal taxable income and no Oregon adjustment exists 
to add back eliminated dividends received from a unitary affiliate 

Oregon law generally provides that:  

 a member of a federal consolidated group filing an Oregon consolidated return 
must determine its Oregon taxable income beginning with federal consolidated 
taxable income.  ORS 317.710(2), 317.715(1) 

 the federal consolidated taxable income starting point is modified to eliminate 
income from nonunitary members of a federal consolidated return.  ORS 
317.715(2) 

 dividends eliminated from federal taxable income that are paid by members 
eliminated under ORS 317.715(2) must be added back to Oregon taxable 
income.  ORS 317.267(1) 

 unitary members that use different apportionment methods (e.g., insurance 
corporations) cannot be members of the same Oregon consolidated return.  
ORS 317.710(5)(b) 

Taxpayer argued that its Oregon taxable income starting point was federal taxable 

income and there was no provision of Oregon law that required an addback of 

federally eliminated dividends.  While ORS 317.267(1) requires an addback of 

federally eliminated dividends, such addback is only required for a nonunitary payor 

excluded from a taxpayer's Oregon consolidated return pursuant to ORS 317.715(2).  

Because Taxpayer and Insurance are unitary with each other, the exclusion under 

ORS 317.715(2) does not apply and no other Oregon provision requires an addback of 

federally eliminated dividends. 

The Department asserted that the intent behind requiring addback of eliminated 

dividends under ORS 317.267(1) was to ensure that a taxpayer only received the 

benefit of such eliminations when all taxpayers were included in the same Oregon 

consolidated return.  Accordingly, the dividend addback under ORS 317.715(2) 

between nonunitary corporations should be interpreted to also require the addback 

of dividends between unitary affiliates when they are not included in the same 

Oregon consolidated return, such as between Taxpayer and Insurance. 

The Tax Court agreed with Taxpayer's position.  The Department was unable to point 

to statutory text to support its position.  The Tax Court found that the legislative 

history advanced by the Department did not support the Department's conclusion 

and was "inconclusive and not particularly helpful."  The Department argued that the 

Tax Court should, in effect, add provisions to the statute consistent with its position.  

The Tax Court declined to do so and reserved such statutory amendment to the 

legislative branch. 

http://www.publications.pwc.com/DisplayFile.aspx?Attachmentid=4877&Mailinstanceid=21746
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Actions to think about 
Taken together, the Costco and Stancorp decisions establish Oregon's disparate 

treatment of in-state and out-of-state insurance companies regarding whether they 

may be included in a non-insurance Oregon consolidated filing group.  Oregon 

taxpayers with insurance company affiliates should closely review their current and 

past filing positions in light of these two cases and determine whether refund claims 

should be filed, ASC 740 matters are considered, or other actions should be taken. 

Additionally, taxpayers that followed dividend treatment guidance advanced in 

Stancorp's Magistrate Division's August 2011 decision should review their filings to 

ensure that they are consistent with the current Tax Court's decision. 

Let's talk 
If you have any questions regarding the Stancorp decision, please contact one of the 

following individuals: 

Melanie McDaniel 

Partner 

(213) 356-6609 

melanie.mcdaniel@us.pwc.com 

Phil Zinn 

Principal 

(646) 471-7119 

phil.zinn@us.pwc.com 

Michael Palm 

Director 

(312) 298-2483 

michael.palm@us.pwc.com 
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